Hi Daniil. First want to say that it looks good!
Changes (let me know if anything on this is not feasible for you)
-

-

I like the overlay of the title but am not a huge fan on the purple. Maybe a green or dark-blue green
? Also, I think the body text should be a dark green and not black, and the nav fill could be a more
blue version of whatever green you use.
Body text would be better suited as a serif, if you have adobe fonts “book antiqua” or something
similar may look nice.
Going off the emphasis of the natural beauty of the park, add more pictures in! Especially on home
page but also on a lot of the other pages, break up the text with more images.
I think the section titles on the other pages should across the board be smaller
Nav bar fill is too big vertically, make it thinner
Nav text should be same font as title
Second Image on home would go better on about page
Not a fan of the home symbol, maybe write home
I think the nav items could be lightly smaller and have less space in between them, so they all move
to right, but home stays on left
Section headers on about page should be treated as headers more, your title font but smaller than
other sections
Contact info should be visible on right of volunteer info so that both are visible on the page
Images do not have to be restrained by text margin, in fact I think placing images that extend to the
side would really improve it.
The grid of images looks nice, but maybe pretend the text is also part of the grid so it alternates
left-image , right – text and then vice versa
A small footer at bottom with contact info
Look up la chua trail and stick a few of those images on history page
More images : ) across the board, but especially on environment page

My number is 352-215-7907, feel free to ask me or send me things to run by me.
Some of this stuff is quick fixes, but I think the main difference is the layout of images and text. Good
luck! Thanks again

